A portable recording
unit for ofﬁcial
proceedings
DigiTake ReCall is a portable
unit that can create a full
and complete record of your
proceedings on-site. The selfcontained unit allows users
to record, create annotation
and store all the details of the
proceedings without the need
for computer expertise or sound
engineering knowledge.

Beneﬁts
Simple To Use: DigiTake ReCall is designed
for immediate operation and is easy to use
and operate.
Cost Effective: DigiTake ReCall is a
portable self-contained unit that requires
no extra investment in hardware/software.
Immediate Record of Proceedings:
DigiTake ReCall creates complete and
fully accurate records of proceedings that
can be accessed immediately after the
proceedings have ended.
Reduces Overheads: Create a complete
record of your hearing at a fraction of
the cost and time required to generate
a transcript. DigiTake ReCall allows you

to listen to back to the recording in your
own time and select only the areas of the
proceedings you deem necessary to be
transcribed. This allows you to cut the
cost of hiring a stenographer for the entire
duration of the hearing.
CD-ROM: DigiTake ReCall allows users
to burn proceedings to CD-ROM for
distribution to the relevant parties or for
archiving purposes.
Superior Sound Quality: DigiTake ReCall
uses digital recording technology to record
proceedings thus offering superior sound
quality to cassette-based recording.
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Features:
Content
Labeling:
DigiTake
ReCall
enables users to create text entries as the
proceedings take place such as speaker’s
names or topics raised.
Automatic Time Stamping: All notes
generated are automatically time-stamped.
This feature enables users to click on any line
of annotation created and the associated
audio will play. This facility allows users
to click on a speaker’s name to hear their
individual contribution as opposed to having

to spool through tapes or read through an
entire report to pinpoint just one speaker’s
contributions.
Optional Features:
Footswitch for Transcription: An optional
footswitch is available for use with DigiTake
ReCall for transcription purposes. It allows
users to navigate through the sound ﬁle
during playback via the foot-pedal.

DigiTake ReCall Overview:
DigiTake ReCall contains the complete
solution to recording meetings, hearings or
any ofﬁcial proceedings in a self-contained
portable unit. DigiTake ReCall enables any
organisation to record, annotate, playback
and store proceedings in a cost effective
and easy manner.

Designed with an easy-to-navigate, touchscreen interface users do not require
specialised sound engineering or technical
computer knowledge to operate.

DigiTake ReCall offers the facility to
create a full record of proceedings that
can be burned to CD-ROM, uploaded
to your in-house network or uploaded
to the Internet for distribution to other
relevant parties. Up to 20 hours of
recordings can be saved on a single CDROM disc.

DigiTake ReCall is a ﬂexible system
that can be easily modiﬁed to suit each
individual situation.

About DigiTake:
DigiTake have been providing professional
services, audio equipment and recording
software since 1976, serving such clients
as the Irish Parliament, the Royal College
of Surgeons and the Chartered Institute of
Personnel Development.

DigiTake specialise in providing unique
and cost effective ways of creating full and
complete recordings of meetings, events
or proceedings of any kind.

We have unrivalled experience in supplying
technical equipment used by the recording
media. Over the past 28 years DigiTake
have earned a deserved reputation for
quality workmanship and reliability.

DigiTake offer a series of recording
solutions ranging from customer install
software packages, portable recording
units to complete in-house installations of
customised recording systems.
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